CSC Hosts
District Drama
Meet Saturday

CSC will serve as host to the Wisconsin High School Forensic Association, District Drama Contest this weekend.

Mr. J. C. Gillmann of Marathon, District chairman, is in charge. Miss Pauline Hanson, Chairman of the CSC Speech Department, has handled the arrangements. Mr. William Dawson of CSC will judge the one act plays.

Stevens Point, are in charge of the entire event. Their assistants are President William Ing Sperberg. Mr. Allen K. Blocker, Chancellor of the CSC Speech Department, Frankine Townsend, and Jerelyn Sperberg. Mr. Blocker and his crew will handle the lighting effects.

All students and faculty are invited to attend the plays Saturday afternoon. Free charge.

Presenting a Play--
Cooperation Counts

"The Diary of Anne Frank" will be presented November 10 and 11. Miss Mary Elizabeth Thompson, faculty director, announces that, "This is the first play that Alpha Pi Omega, the honorary dramatic fraternity, has ever sponsored." Miss Thompson also said, "Because there are only four members in APO, the play production would be impossible if it were not for the generous help of College Theater."

This is the most difficult production ever put on at Central State College. The stage, which is being built now, will be bolted together and will take twelve to fourteen hours to set up. It will be made into three levels above the floor and there will be a room on each level. In all, there will be four rooms on the stage. Jack McKenzie, Rhinelander, APO, designed the set and David Konch, Milladore, technical director, planned the dimensions and construction of it.

Artie Beck, Minocqua, is in charge of the costumes. Each of the players will have two or three suits of clothes. The second suit will be larger sizes than the first in order to give the appearance of the actors' growth.

The intricate lighting effect is being handled by Tom Zenz, Lamaster. He will have to cue the cross fading of the lights so that one room will be lit and the rest will be dim. The actual operation of the lights will be carried out by Mr. Allen F. Blocker, Stevens Point, and Roger Gruissen, Wisconsin Dells, and his crew.

Properties will be taken care of by four people. They will put the necessary properties on stage between scenes. Judy Ryan, Rhinel, will keep check on the actors, and props and also act as prompter. Besides arranging for authentic Jewish candles and props, Bernard Schwab, a Jewish native, will costume the Hammarskioyd service in the play.

The business manager is R. J. Bittker, Stevens Point, with Rodney Justussen, Mosinee, APO, as assistant. Jim Haughey, Rhinelander, and Bill Raitch, Stevens Point, are in charge of publicity and promotion. Carol Schwartz, Tigerton, has taken charge of the tickets and the house. Poster distribution and the printing of tickets and programs is under the direction of Bob Caylor, Minocqua.

The work of the cast is coming along well. Having already memorized the first act, the second act is blocked and in the process of being memorized.

Anne will be played by Patricia Premo, APO, Stevens Point; Mr. Frank, Jack McKenzie, Rhinelander; Mrs. Frank, Pat Kiamiski, Eagle River; Miss Karen Brown, Tigerton; Mrs. Van Den, Robert Schwartz, Waupaca; and Joe Shafel, Clintonville; Margot GARY MANTEUFEL, student director for "Anne Frank" is shown talking to the play cast: Joe Shafel, Bob Schwarz, Angela Zink, Pat From, Jack McKenzie, and Barbara Holand.

To Students, Faculty, Alumni and Local Residents:

Homecoming 1959 is gone. We hope it won't be forgotten.

The Student Council Homecoming committee wishes to express its appreciation for the splendid co-operation displayed by all who participated in the Homecoming activities.

We wish to single out a few of the many and first on our list are Mr. J. C. Gilmann, Dean Howard, Dean Horlacher, and Dean Elizaith Fitchett without whose guidance and advice little could have been done.

The Student Council, and especially Paul Bech, should be commended for putting up with the antics of the committee chairman, for helping police the school area, for running the elections and especially assisting the campus.

Thanks and a purple heart go to Earl Strel, who, as Homecoming chairman, devoted many hours to making arrangements for the various activities. He could not have done this without the help of his assistants, Emmey Millard and Diane Darling.

Karen Keliar, as drama representative, and his committee gave us one of the finest parades in history of this school.

The Student Council and Gilmann's Dance indicated that the Phi Sigma did a good job in planning and publicizing the event.

Another "hit" this year is "Hit It II Contest." It was a new invention this year, the members of Alpha Beta Rho handled this in an excellent manner.

One of the brightest spots in the entire picture was the Homecoming Assembly. The Big Eps worked hard in striving to crown the Queen in an authentic manner.

Not to be outdone, the Teches, with the co-operation of the fresh-men and sophomores, put on a spectacular show.

The Union Board supplanted the now historic snake dance with a fragment of the show. Those spending time and money on building floats should feel satisfied that they contributed to the parade in a large measure. Special thanks to the freshman class for the fine Queen's float. Those awarded the prizes for the winning entries received their awards through the courtesy of the local Chamber of Commerce. The parade was routed with the cooperation of the local police department.

Not to be outdone, the football game left us on the "short end of the stick," the team can be proud of their fine effort. It's how you play the game that counts.

A very noteworthy event in the festivities was the Homecoming Dance. The "S Club" outdid their previous efforts in arranging for the entertainment of all and it was truly fine. Very fine, indeed, were the decorations and choice of orchestras.

The Men's-Girl's Club presented an enjoyable concert to a near capacity audience.

Help with publicity came from Mr. John Amacker, the Pointer and the College News Service.

Thanks to the College Band and the cheerleaders for supplying us with pep and enthusiasm; to the Home Ec Club for the candy apples and to AKL for the lip stick.

Last but not least, and certainly the prettiest, were the Queen candidates who represented our school in an exceptional manner. Mary Ann Veight, our Court, Judy Garot, Terry Helzer, Pat Otto and Carol Chudimsky displayed a great deal of sportsmanship and were assigned to a very effective campaign. The cooperation of the candidates and their campaign managers was certainly appreciated.

The work of a big job that for the first time the Student Council has made an effort to supervise all Homecoming Activities.

The committee on Homecoming is reviewing past efforts and will remain active throughout the year in planning and organizing the activities for the ensuing year. Any contributions, criticisms, or suggestions will be appreciated by this committee.

Robert C. LaRott, Chairman
Student Council Homecoming Committee

Gary Goddard
Earl Strel

\"Peter, come and dance with me,\"
**Time for a Change...**

Realizing that college students are all quite observing, we assume that you have noticed a few changes in the appearance of the Front Journal. Since the last issue of the paper was circulated we have changed publishers. The Front Journal is now being published by the Pilot. Journal; therefore the changes in type and in the size of the paper. "Change is a sign of progress." We hope this is true.

It seems as if everyone is griping. We have too many tests we haven't studied for, too many meetings to attend and there is nothing to do on weekends because too many students pack their belongings and books and tra\ed home. CHRISTIAN? Well, maybe, just how about those of you with too many tests studying while you're here alone on weekends? Then, how about the home-grown staying for a weekend? Let's call this weekend "Everybody stays at CSC Weekend!"

---

**GOOD FOOD**

Conducts Grousse Study Conservation Department

By Albert Vander Blomen

CONServation department makes an appeal to all students who hunt Ruffed Grouse. Save those wings, tails and crop! Mr. Bernard Weisert, conservation instructor, has announced that game management classes are going to conduct studies on Ruffed Grouse. It is important to collect material from which to learn. So we are looking for those who have killed grouse to turn in for the benefit of the students and the benefit of the State. In addition, 500 doz. rolls and 1400 doz. rolls are being published by the Front Journal; therefore the changes in size and the number of rolls available. "Change is a sign of progress." We hope this is true.

---

**Mr. Amacker's Food Bill**

A recent study of the food services and sales at our College Union has been reported by Mr. J. Amacker, Union director. About 650 to 700 meal tickets have been issued, according to Mr. Amacker. The average day has become close to 4,000 sales, with the snack bar at the Library, the "Kendall," having about 2,900 sales a day.

Close to 2,100 gallons of milk are consumed in a month, according to Mr. Amacker. Other figures disclosed that about 75 barrels of cottage cheese, 300 gallons of ice cream, 1,100 pounds of white bread and 1,100 leaves of dark bread are used per month.

In addition, 500 dozen sweet rolls and 1,400 dozen hamburgers disappeared from the Union kitchen during January. Butter is consumed at the rate of about 40 pounds per week and meat is used at the rate of 200 pounds per meal.

Operating costs amount to $15,000 per month, with food amounting to $6,000, labor to $5,500 and overhead to $2,800. About 1,400 students are employed by the Union.

The meals are planned by head cook, Mrs. Rothe Schaufler and Mr. Amacker.

---

**BE SURE TO SEE "DIARY OF ANNE FRANK"**

NOV. 10-11

Dr. H. H. Heifetz Explores Conant Study Locally

In his report "The American High School," Dr. James B. Conant contends that high schools should be large enough to have a grammar school, a high school and that smaller schools are not likely to offer a comprehensive and adequate program.

Dr. G. 0. Conant, chairman of the Instruction Committee of the University, who was interested in the point brought up by Dr. Conant. As a result, he made a study which resulted in the report of the September, 1958, freshmen enrollment came from the small schools and also to see how these schools academically.

Excluding the foreign students, the results were as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. from Top Small</th>
<th>Percent of Total Small</th>
<th>Percent of Total Freshman</th>
<th>Drops from each Point Avg.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100 in Grade</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High schools</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>51%</td>
<td>49%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**The Speaker**

Central State College

By Elmae Osmork

Olliver Wendell Holmes believed that "a man should share the passions of his time, and that not to have lived is to have missed the boat." This is simply an inspiring way of saying, "Live, man, live!" It's really pathetic for a person who is merely existing to exist, to live, to sleep, to eat, to abandon the prospects of another day, filled with new experiences, adventures and chances for leisure. Enjoy what each day brings. The old song "A Good Day to be Alive" has much more meaning today.

The cast and behind-the-scenes workers are hard at work on "The Diary of Anne Frank," to be presented November 19 and 20. You have seen any autumn sunsets lately? They're so beautiful and so simple - as simple as a sunrise. The sun slits through the slats. It sinks, muscles, and all. Then slits away.

Notes certainly do have a roundabout way of getting to my mailbox lately! If you aren't prepared for that test tomorrow, don't worry about it. Tomorrow will be yesterday and why worry about the past?
**CSC Profiles**

**CSC Senior.**

When at CSC he has been president of a bowling league, worked on the editorial staff of the "This-appeointer" and he is a Slassef in high standing. The Slassefs have noticed his talents and have shown their satisfaction by electing him secretary for three years.

His recreational pleasures are varied and many, golf, hunting, and a wee bit of fishing rate high on his list.

His favorite subject during those restless years was col-

loquium from Dr. Jenkins. As he says, "I think that, that, and shoulders above all the rest." He learned more and more, and got less credit, than he has in the past. All in all, Jim renders this bit of advice to all knowledge-seeking freshmen, "If you want to learn something, spend at least one semester in Dr. Jenkins' classroom."

Upon graduation in June, Jim intends to either go to the Univer-

sity of Wisconsin or to Colorado university to obtain his mas-

ter's degree in administration. He may try teaching for a while in the northern parts of the country first, and then he can first see this reading Shakespearean and Greek to the students.

**Homecoming Memories--So The Cookie Crumbles**

By Jane Ann Johnson

Homecoming left most of you with happy memories of dances, the parade and gowns, the open houses, but I was left with something more--the memory of my first social blunder of the season!

To refresh this moment with you, you may first wonder how it is that I, Jane Ann Johnson, was able to find my little niche even when the whole world was dancing.

We hope all of these students remember that the time they spend studying with us here at CSC.

**JAMES LARSON**

**AKL MEETS**

AKL held its second meeting of the year on October 19. After a short business meeting, an interesting discussion on gun safety was presented by Dick Boad, Al Bradley, and Ed Christian. The demonstration included the handling of different types of rifles and shotguns, with emphasis on safety handling of both. Reverend Leo King presented a talk on handgun shooting showing the different types and the proper methods of handling them. He also gave a demonstration of the proper grip of the fast draw which intrigued many would-be "four-toed" members.

GRETCHEN SPEERSTRA

Gretchen is well known to us on campus through her many activities here at CSC. Gretchen is a Stevens Pointer so she de-

cided to take advantage of the moral and physical climate in her college right outside her door. Her love for her college and the opport un ities she has been given at the college have made her in secondary education.

Sorority played a big part in Gretchen's four years here. She belongs to Tau Gamma Beta so she has also been vice-

REPRESENTING the foreign students at CSC are:

Regnald Purnwae, South America; Jutta Mausbach, Germany; Gabriel Cheng, China; and Jackton Isige, Africa.

**FOREIGN STUDENTS GIVE IMPRESSIONS OF USA**

"Americans are very friendly," is the comment of our fel-

low students who have come to CSC from the far corners of the world.

Oversized students (including Hawaii) number 25 this fall, an increase of seven from last year ago.

There are two from Kenya, one from British Guiana, one from Hong Kong, one from El Salvador, two from Hawaii, one from Germany, five from Iran, one from Korea, one from Malaya and one from Norway.

"Jack Isige from Kenya says that, 'College is all right,' but he finds it quite cold here in Wis-

consin, "clack," as his friends call him, is majoring in business ad-

ministration and plans to major in business ad-

ministration and plans to

**Poetry Sidelines**

By Edmund O'Dell

There comes a time in a poet's life when he is struck by an

overwhelming emotion. Many times it is love and, oftentimes, it is

dearth. Both of these may carry a lifelong place within the writer.

The urge to divulge his emotions to someone often drives him to his writing desk and to new horizons in his writing. The following poem is of this type.

Though death is an everyday occurrence it reaches few until some-

one near to them is stricken. When this happens to a poet, he must write. He is forced to give vent to his feelings on paper and plaque all hapless readers who happen by. The following is just such a poem.

The Window

"The Window" is a lament over death. It is the author's tribute to a brave family as they face the future one member less.

The Window

Tiny fingers touch the cold window pane
And quickly withdraw, then explore aga

How cold it seems to an infant mind.
It seems so strange, in its way kind of sort.
One day he will be able to see.
Following the bird as it flies through the haze,
Watching the flower back in the sun, Seeing the children in their frolicking fun.
Inside, the young hand makes paths on the pane Content and secure, for his world knows no pain.
The years flash by, yet the window remains, Though the boys have grown, the window pane is as in days of old.
That carefree young child looks again through the glass, Though he is old and blemished last.
The cold winds of winter now trouble the trees; Gone are the birds, and gone are the bees. Life seems so hard and so cruel those days.
Yet the window remains with no care of our ways, Though the roaper may have the life we have known The window remains, by itself, all alone.
Now is the time again when the sororities start rushing those poor, but fortunate, upperclassmen. "Fortunately" is the word to be used when you are on the sorority side looking out, and "poor" when you are the one being rushed.

Pi Delta Psi's first rushing party of the year was held at the home of Mrs. John C. Heers. The general chairman for this event, "Carnival Spurs," was Ann Speebraker. Various committees were set up to make the arrangements and decorations for the October 22 event. Flora Ferris included: transportation, Mary Ann Kucharsik; invitations, Laurie Johnson; decorations, Jo Andreu; favors, Jane Anderson; invitations, Renee Holmes; cleanup, Joyce Therston; and entertainment, Ardis Werner. The guests were welcomed by close friends, a weighty gusset, and the smell of freshly peeled popcorn and freshly cooked hot dogs. Games such as truth or dare, theme circuses, and carnivals provided the entertainment for the evening.

Omega Mu Chi's sorority has decided not to join in the rushing this year. Although all membership is near the maxiumum allowed until next semester and the Omegas will be at it again! Even though they are not rushing, the Omegas will be active in many other ways, so watch for them.

The Omegas wish to mention that their float "Whitewater Falls" took second place in the Homecoming parade this year. They want to extend their thanks to Miss Hill, their adviser, and to all those people whose utenticity they borrowed.

Friday evening, October 13, at 7:00 P.M. was the Alpha Sigma Phi fall rushing party held in the Student Union lounge. If you have ever seen a field running around in hot pants, here they are, all dressed up in formals with sunglasses, you would have wondered what was going on. No aoram was set out because it was the rushees and Alpha Sigma Phi active goes to a Beatrix party. There were people sitting on pillows on the floor and some even dancing to the newest jazz record. The guests were served banana splits, Beatrix style. A rhythm and blues music tape was played in the background. Committee chairman for the rushing party were as follows: place, Gloria Brooks and Mrs. George Snodgrass; invitations, Judy Engstrom; decorations, Judy Anderson, Sue Holton, Len of Mrs. John C. Heers. The rusion party was held in the Student Union lounge and the gifts were selected by Jackie Frieh and June Jelinski.

Bowl's Tatters

There is no connection between the fact that New Mexico manufactures 75% of all wooden crucibles and its reputation as a ski state.

When a woman driver puts her hand out, it means just one thing. The window is open.

LEGAL: Something which if you ain't got two pretty good ones of, you can't get to base... and neither can your sister.

FARMER: A man outstanding in his field.

Did you ever see a better way to get the kids out for a movie than in label it "For Adults Only?"

I asked for strength, that I might achieve - I made weak, that I might humble. I asked for success, that I might do greater things - I was given impurity, that I might do better things. I asked for wealth, that I might be happy - I was given poverty, that I might be wise. I asked for all things, that I might enjoy life - I was given life, that I might enjoy all things. I was denied everything - I had it all. Despite myself, my prayers were answered. I am, among all men, most richly blessed.

Only uncomfortable chairs become '--ample. The comfortable ones are worn out by hard use.

So when that feeling comes a-stealing And warms my heart again
I'll say that feeling of its meaning
Hope it comes again.

Autumns is a fine time for making new friends and feeling sentimental about the delicate tie of the network of friendship. Perhaps the threads are too delicate, for so many break or never increase their patterns. But the long-lasting friendship weaves color and beauty into its silken texture and never stops weaving.
Look for these scenes

in the

‘Diary of Anne Frank’

November 10 & 11!
"Come on, kids, yell!"

"It was cold, but we cheered too."

Out of the fire into the spirit of Homecoming!

Jo Ann Van Ornum

TAU GAMMA BETA won first prize in the non-humorous division with "Sweet Success."

Our royalty reigns.
Review

550's won first prize in the humorous division with their float, "Let's pluck 'em, Pointers."

CAROL CHRUDIMSKY & RONALD NOVAK

PAT OTTO & PAT KLUCK

GERRY HUEBNER & ROGER KUPHAL

JUDY GAROT & WALTER IWANSKI

JO ANN VAN ORNUM & LEE BUTTON

MR. RAYMOND E. Specht getting a bird's eye view of our Homecoming game.

A magic moment—our Queen is crowned!
Don't miss the

Polari Players'

Presentation of

"When I Was a Child"

November 4 at 8 P.M.
People Never Learn

By Lloyd Mortens

When Mr. K. came to the United States a few weeks ago it was only three or four days before people began to say, “What a nice man this Mr. K.” Then, seeing how he represented the Communist world from the China sea to Berlin, a great number of people began to think, “Maybe we should all down and talk to the Communist and see if we can’t settle the “Cold War.” This group is composed of the same people that would hallucinate the most for a man’s blood if killed three or four people in cold blood. We would not at once and talk to a murderer, because it is not just or right. But, it is so acceptable to sit down and talk to a Communist. Never in the history of man has the little man won the bully over by polishing the old apple. Let’s not drop our policy of getting tough and stay tough just because the Man Mudder likes to have tea parties with us.

In the last ten years whenever the Free World has stood together and told the Communist world that they wouldn’t be kicked around any more, the cold war line has remained stationary and all Communist threats have turned out to be a lot of “Hog Wash.” But those countries that have chosen to remain neutral have come to have a lot of headaches.

Religious News

InterVarsity Mr. Dwight H. Small, pastor of the Warren Park Presbyterian Church in Cicero, Illinois, and author of “Preparing for Christian Marriage,” was the speaker at the Wisconsin Inter-Varsity Fall Conference, October 17 through 19. The theme was very appropriate one, the “Time of Your Life.” On campus, the most important time property in one of our biggest problems. Why has that time ever been given to me? Does God have anything to say to me? Do I use it? If so, what are the priorities He’s establishing for my time? I think the key is in how I use this time so that college will be in reality “the most important time of my life”.

Boy Anderson, Neal MacLachlan, and Virginia Marquardt represented Stevens Point at this conference attended by 80 students, representing Ohio, Kansas, West Virginia, and the University of Wisconsin at Madison and Milwaukee. Every Wednesday evening at 8:30 P.M., Central State Inter-Varsity holds a meeting of Bible study in the Union. This is a non denominational gathering and all are welcome to attend.

Trigon ‘Trigon, the religious group here at SCIC for all Presbyterian, Congregational and Evangelical Reformed church-goers, has begun. The Club for the 1959-60 school year, Officers of the organization are: Tom Knecht, president; Carol Holte, vice president; Emily Millard, secretary and Larry Loudermilk, treasurer. Committees and their chairmen are as follows: publication, Alice Schwitz; social and Jean Read, reporter. Bill Mages and Alice Schwitz were appointed co editors at the beginning of the school year, a bi-monthly newspaper, Trigon. Trigon, Larry Loudermilk will head the circulation department.

Last Thursday evening members were guests of the Deaconess of Frame Memorial Presbyterian Church for an annual get-acquainted dinner.

Newman Club The annual initiation ceremonies for all members of Newman club were held, Thursday, October 22, at Pacelli high school. A complete initiation, over 200 Newmanites were served a banquet in the Pacelli Cafeteria by the Stevens Point Catholic Women’s Club.

The Charles Swenson of Newman club is working toward the formation of a Newman Club Photographers. Interested Newmanites should see Swenson. The club has a sparsely decorated room. The following Newman students and clubs will attend the Eastern Regional Convention of the North Central Province at Michigan College of Mining and Technology, Houghton, Michigan, this Saturday and Sunday: Glenn Zipp, president; John Jozwik, vice president; Marie Bunck, secretary; George Howlett, Robert Musilski, Judy Dorn, John Main, Judy Bannach, Lloyd Herro, Mary Gerwisch, Joan Doucette, Waldecki, Shirley Klimczyk, Pat Greene, Mary Drey, Jim Helmsinger, Judy Ryan, Tom Friday and William Bausch.

REVEILLE Well, it was done! After trying to send up a rocket last year and getting nowhere, we finally got a dog which gave the “505’s” a shock last week. in the Homecoming parade. Needless to say, the vents in the club are indeed happy; some of them resulting to be the “buck of the dog.” How they could they afford to buy a hot plate or some- thing?

everyone knows, the 550 bulletin board is set up for the convenience of the entire college student and staff. If you did not know this before, you certainly should have after reading the 1958 Iris. The Information of the iris were where the undergraduate pictures, the directory, in fact, the Iris, how the famous Iris was well represented.

There are a few simple rules we would make at this time like to pass on to the students concerning a large swap board in order to keep it neat and orderly so it may remain as presentable as it has been.

1. Use only ad cards and forms for ads and rides.
2. Date the note cards or forms or scratch paper—they cost money!
3. Date the cards and ads.
4. Remove cards from board when item has been sold or when ride request has been fulfilled.
5. No commercial advertising in dorms.
6. Keep the board neat and orderly.
7. Failure to comply with these rules will result in immediate removal of your card or ads.

It is the “505’s” sincere hope that the users of the board help us in maintaining a neat and attractive bulletin board. Your cooperation will be appreciated. Thank you!

In conclusion, we, the “505’s” would like to congratulate the faculty for their participation in the Homecoming parade! It seems as if the faculty has the spirit. Where students are concerned, we think that they are the ones to blame.

OUR NEW physical education building is beginning to grow.

Shippy Bros. Clothing Stevens Point’s Largest Men’s and Boys’ Wear Store

Famous Names in Women’s Clothing for Over 48 Years Patermoster’s Next to Sponsor’s

TAYLOR’S Prescription Drug Store SOUTH SIDE Phone DI 5929

HOLT’S Men’s Shop 304 Main Street

Quality Beverage Co. SQUIRREL ORANGE CRUSH CHEER UP ALL FLAVORS DI 45958

WILSHIRE SHOP 307 Main St. The right shop for the college girl, Fashion Shoes

ALBENBERG’S DAIRY 745 Water St. Phone DI 49796 SOUTH SIDE

YELLOW CAB CO. Call DI 43012

WGW’S STOP AT THE DRUGSTORE ON THE SQUARE

Attention College Students You don’t need cash No money down 3 years to pay

Kerns Furniture Payments to your budget

Get more for your money, when you buy clothes at

HOLLY’S Men’s Shop 304 Main Street

THE POINTER

October 30, 1959

‘Big Ditch’ Will House Water and Power Lines

Have you noticed the “big ditch” extending from the reservoir to Reserve street? No? It is the beginning of the harbor service here at CISC. This hole in the ground will carry a huge tube which will house part of the water and power lines leading to the new physical education building. The field house bells will be synchronized with the hourly drills in the main building and library.
High Three, I’m trying to average or moving the way they have made two successful ball games up. They have suffered Pointers suicide. No topic of picking the Regrett. For a few of those girls in the gym. Even if it would have competition.

I notice that quite a few of the fellows around school have been trying their luck at hunting in the area. The only thing they seem to get on these woodland missiles is back. The map on the third floor of Steiner hall seem to be especially lucky at hunting. Richard Hansard, the coach of the organ, went out one day and brought back their limits. They each had blathers on both feet. Oh, well, you can’t win them all.

At the Homecoming game against Whitewater, everything seemed to be happening our way. Two years ago very few students cheered at the games. In fact, when Platteville was playing as we were, the crowd was almost a cheer for the Pointers. The only cheers heard were for Platteville. Last year no such thing happened. Pointers were honored to have a football game. Football game drew crowds of over 2,000 and the P.J. Jack’s fieldhouse was filled to capacity at nearly every basketball game. And this year we seem to improve in the basketball. This weekend why don’t you let your suitcase gather some dust? Why don’t you let your coach play? Why don’t you have your head body back up on the cheers.

If you’ve ever heard a team playing on the field in opposition to an average of 6.5 points a game and still won only half of its games? This is the year we have done it. The Pointers have shown that they have a brilliant defense, and a good offense. seem to have trouble moving the ball. In their first six games, the team has fumbled the ball only once. However, the Pointers have not tackled the Pointers from scoring. No team can expect to win the championship, as they have four teams per game. On defense, the Pointers have stopped most of the opposition all the six games played. Pointers have allowed opponents less than 650 yards on the field. Only one defensive player has been picked off fourteen enemy aerial bombs while allowing twenty seven to be completed. The defensive line has allowed an average of only 28 yards a carry by the enemy backs. With a fired up back, this is a good defense, the Pointers should be able to make Superior more than a two yard line. If it weren’t for Green Bay being beaten by Los Angeles two weeks ago we would have had a perfect season. I still hit on seven out of eight, so I think I’ll go out and celebrate. If you’re purifying the time for the Ichup to have one of his sames — thank you.

Note: In next week’s predictions.

Week of October 31 — Wisconsin over Michigan Okeeffe over Stevens Point La Crosse over Milwaukee Whitewater over Oshkosh Monmouth over Stout Rice over Platteville Stevens Point over Superior Green Bay over Eau Claire. Come on you Pointers, Redgers, and Packers! As “Jarring Jack” Jackson would say: “Go, Go, Go!”

Eight Teams Compete In Campus Bowling

Two weeks ago the intramural bowling opened at the Wanta’s Bowling Alley. Eight teams make up the league. Here are the standings as of Wednesday, October 28. Team Won Lost Pointers 10 4 6 Dale (One-Eye) Schallert 8 6 4

POINTER OCTOBER 30, 1959 — our team was determined, but defeated.

HOMECOMING GAME

The Soop from Schup

Whitewater Rubs Out Pointer Efforts 19-3

Whitewater wanted revenge and according to the week’s predictions would almost sum up the 18-3 defeat the Pointers suffered at the hands of the Soop from Schup last Saturday. The Falcons had defeated the Heirs 19-3 in a previous scheduled game. The Falcons had defeated the Pointers 24-0 in the game the Pointers scored late in the first quarter to take the lead.

The Falcons had two reasons for the victory, a 99 yard touchdown, and a 61 yard touchdown. The Falcons scored late in the game when they scored late in the first quarter to take the lead.

The Falcons had two reasons for the victory, a 99 yard touchdown, and a 61 yard touchdown. The Falcons scored late in the game when they scored late in the first quarter to take the lead.

Dale Schallert

Dale (One-Eye) Schallert

This six foot, 210 pound blue-eyed center has been picked as a possible All-Conference choice by the POINTER staff. Dale is in his 21 year old senior who is claimed by Racine, Wisconsin, where he was All-State, All-City, and All-Conference in high school football. A history major with minors in physical education and geography, Dale hopes to teach someday “If any school will be our best enough to have me.” When asked if he would be interested in playing pro football, Dale modestly replied, “Yes, but I don’t think they’d need any left guards or outside linebackers.” Dale is a member of the Phi Sig’s of the “S” club. However, he still has time to be a TV antenna repair man, twenty-four hour duty. It seems it isn’t always difficult to be accepted when he is called to fix an antenna at 1:30 A.M. when all the TV stations are off the air. The nickname “one-eye” is the gift of his teammates who think the sight of both of his eyes is about equivalent to one. Dale’s list of accomplishments are also nothing to sneer at. At 126 College Avenue he is quite a “cheer” and casually mentions “spaghetti and meatballs” as one of his greater accomplishments.

Mike Liebenstein

A second possible All-Conference choice is Mike Liebenstein, a transfer student from the University of Wisconsin, where he spent “a year’s vacation.” This second semester sophomore from his hometown in Watertown, Wiscon- sin, where he was All-State, All-State, and All-Conference in football. He is a high school All-State, All-State, and All-Conference in basketball. Although he originally started with a history major, Mike switched to speech when one of the history professors persua- ded him that history wasn’t one of his best subjects. However, speech is also a good choice for Mike as he has plans of going into the field of sports broadcasting. Needless to say physical education is one of his minors and (still trying) history is the other one. Mike is now an active member of the Phi Sig’s which must be a relief to Matt Dillon who stood some pretty rough competition while Mike was piddling. (Draw Bandit!) He also has a record in track competition while with the TV antenna repair team.

BILLY’S PIZZA SHOP

We Deliver Piping Hot Pizzas To Your Door

Delivery Charge 25c — Phone DI 9-5577

Open 4 P.M. to 2 A.M. — Closed Every Tuesday

Dale Schallert

The final score last Saturday was 13-3. Dale (One-Eye) Schallert was sneaked by their opponents at the last second.

The game was once more a battle between two teams who were coming out on top. Neither team was able to mount much of a drive in the second quarter for Eau Claire’s touchdown. Golds topped him Schmittke on the ball on the Pointers forty yard line when their quarterback fumbled the ball to pass. He spotted a man in the open and fired! As the ball was ve- ry veiled, it appeared that at least three Point players had a chance to either intercept it or block the pass. But, the pass was complet and the touchdown was made. The polet after was missed and the score remained 6-6 when the second half started.

Don Ryskki kicked off for the Pointers to start the second half. After the defense held the Blu-ckers to three yards and ran it back to their forty yard line, Donnie Kriese, former Skyline, kicked off back Donnel Schmitke kept the ball and in one play drove to the Pointers three yard line. Two plays later there was 13-3.

Following the kick off the Pointers tried to pook. The safety man intercepted one of the first three passes the ball back to the two yard line. In two plays the ball was gamed to 19 and that was the ball.

The defense again rose to the occasion and made Whitewater sweat off a pound of beef for every point they got. No one stood out around the whole defense that produced at top efficiency.

Ed Schallert 1959-60 Final

Score 13-3

CSU

Whitehall 0 0 0 0 0

Eau Claire 0 0 0 0 3

GSC 0 0 0 3 7

Final 17 yard line and Don Ryskki was called upon to boot a field goal. The kick was good and that finished the scoring in the first half.

Late in the third quarter, safety man Dick Menzler, intercepted Whitewater pass and ran it back for a touchdown. However, there was a penalty on the play and as a result the play was nullified. So, they were left without a man in the game, the Warhawks fumbled the ball, and that became the Pointers second spark of life. Pointers were fortunate and fumbled the next on play. Whitewater recovered the ball and in one play drove to the Pointers three yard line. Two plays later there was 13-3.

Following the kick off the Pointers tried to pook. The safety man intercepted one of the first three passes the ball back to the two yard line. In two plays the ball was gamed to 19 and that was the ball.

The defense again rose to the occasion and made Whitewater sweat off a pound of beef for every point they got. No one stood out around the whole defense that produced at top efficiency.

Ed Schallert 1959-60 Final

Score 13-3

CSU

Whitehall 0 0 0 0 0

Eau Claire 0 0 0 0 3

GSC 0 0 0 3 7

Delivered 19-3

Final 17 yard line and Don Ryskki was called upon to boot a field goal. The kick was good and that finished the scoring in the first half.

Late in the third quarter, safety man Dick Menzler, intercepted Whitewater pass and ran it back for a touchdown. However, there was a penalty on the play and as a result the play was nullified. So, they were left without a man in the game, the Warhawks fumbled the ball, and that became the Pointers second spark of life. Pointers were fortunate and fumbled the next on play. Whitewater recovered the ball and in one play drove to the Pointers three yard line. Two plays later there was 13-3.
I Hated Spare Ribs . . .
Now I Love 'em!

That's a fact . . . there was a time when I just shook my head when I saw anybody eating spare ribs. But that was before Bill and Antoinette introduced me to their special Country Spa Barbequed Ribs. Now I enjoy 'em regularly . . . sometimes a couple times a week. I guess what sold me on the Spa was the combination of meaty, juicy ribs and Antoinettes home-made Barbeque sauce . . . but whatever it was, I know the Spa's Ribs are the finest I've ever eaten! Why don't you give 'em a try?

THE COUNTRY SPA
A Mile North on
Old Highway 31

Heretics Take Intramurals

HERETICS TAKE 1 COL 24 ....
Once again the intramural football games have come to an end at CSC. The leading team was the Heretics with a perfect record of 4-0. In second place are the Lumberjacks, with a 31-0 record. Following are the other teams:

1. Heretics
2. Lumberjacks
3. Tekes
4. Underdogs

Here are the final standings:

Team | Won | Lost
--- | --- | ---
Heretics | 4 | 0
Lumberjacks | 3 | 1
Tekes | 2 | 2
Underdogs | 1 | 3

State Official Speaks

John Reynolds, State Attorney General, spoke before a group of students and faculty October 13, 1959. In the Library theater, Mr. Reynolds spoke on the differences between the Democratic and Republican parties. After he finished his talk, Mr. Reynolds answered questions asked by the audience. John Reynolds was a guest of the Young Democrats.
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PHILLIP STUDIO

HERETICS WITH A PERFECT RECORD

THE LEADING TEAM WAS THE HERETICS WITH A 4-0 RECORD. FOLLOWING ARE THE OTHER TEAMS:

1. Heretics
2. Lumberjacks
3. Tekes
4. Underdogs
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Coming to Grips With Our Grips

By Barbara Johnson

By natural human instinct, everyone has an occasional complaint, some more serious than others. No matter how trite or serious they are, however, it’s good to open up them in awhile and get them off your chest. Here are a few of the latest ones that were sent in to me.

"I’m broke again! Money just doesn’t seem to go far enough for me. There is always one extra book to be bought. What’s $3.50 for an orchestra manual? Everything! Especially when you haven’t got $3.50 and need the book."

"I’m nineteen years old, and my parents still tell me what time to come home at night. Why is it, that when I’ve gone out two times in one week, I’ve been out every night? Since when are there only two days in a week?"

"Most of the students at CSC pack their suitcases and go home on weekends, saying There is nothing to do here.’ I’m sure there would be much more to do if they would all stay here."

"Why are parents always here when you have an appointment to be somewhere at a certain time?"

"I can’t understand why a boy has to go steady with a girl. Can’t he just-date her?"

"Whenever I complain about not having a ‘thing to wear,’ my mother always says ‘Your closet is full of clothes.’"

"Maybe, if the boys would do a little more dating, they’d find that CSC gals aren’t so bad after all…"

"Whenever I wash the car, go on a picnic, march in a parade, or plan a big weekend, it rains."

"Certain professors lecture so fast that it is impossible to take good notes. That makes things pretty tough when you’ve given a test on what’s been said in the lectures."

"Every Saturday morning my nine year old brother turns on the television full blast and watches the cartoon programs. Saturday morning happens to be the only morning in a week that I can sleep."

"That’s life—complaints and more complaints. But then again, life wouldn’t be worth living if we couldn’t gripe once in awhile, would it?"

CSC

SWEAT SHIRTS

Navy with White

Lettering

$2.49

SPORT SHOP

CHARLESWORTH STUDIOS

THE BANK WITH A STUDENT CHECKING ACCOUNT FOR YOU

APARTMENT FOR RENT

Four room, upper, heated, unfurnished apartment available now. Strictly modern. One bedroom. Married GI student or employed couple preferred. Inquire, DI 4-9739.